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Access Complex, Authentic
Texts On-Site or Online

Student Books

Innovative books, e-books, and instructional
support help students develop key skills.

From Leading
Literacy Experts

Dr. Doug Fisher

Build Strong Analytical Reading
Skills—Now at Any Distance

Dr. Nancy Frey

>

 ross-text analysis of passages from authentic
C
literature includes genres in the content areas.

>

 nnotating complex text is explicitly taught and
A
effectively practiced.

>

 ollaborative conversations build speaking and
C
listening skills.

>

 riting to sources enables students to create
W
evidence-based answers.

Accessing Complex Texts

Grade 6 Sample Teacher’s Guide
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TEACHER’S
GUIDE

A nnotate

•

C ollaborate

Teacher’s Guide

T hink About Text

S ix units per grade are linked by a
common theme.

>

 ach unit offers three reads of increasing
E
length and complexity.

>

 nits include texts, primary sources, and
U
exemplar passages, which students return
to for closer reading and analysis.

>

Fully interactive, assignable e-books

>


E-books
include read-aloud, adjustablespeed audio.

>

ACT Now!

A BO U T T H E AU T H O R S

Accessing Complex Texts

Douglas Fisher

•

Nancy Frey

Model Lessons
for Close Reading
C

lose reading, or the careful analytical reading
and rereading of a text, is essential for students to
be able to unlock the meaning of complex texts.
But how do students in elementary and middle
school learn how to read closely? Model Lessons
for Close Reading provides teachers with the tools
they need. This informative guide introduces
close reading and provides an overview of the
elements that make close reading successful in
the classroom. It also features mini-lessons for
both Grades 3–5 and Grades 6–8 that introduce
the key elements of close reading to students.
The mini-lessons focus on:
•Engaging in collaborative conversations

Nancy Frey, Ph.D.,
is Professor of Educational
Leadership at San Diego
State University. She has
coauthored several books
on literacy, and in 2008,
she received the Early
Career Achievement Award from the Literacy
Research Association.

Professional Learning Book
features the tools teachers need
to make close reading successful
in the classroom are provided,
including mini-lessons for:
>

Collaborative conversations

>

Annotating text

>

Writing about text

Douglas Fisher, Ph.D.,
is Professor of Educational
Leadership at San Diego
State University and a
teacher leader at Health
Sciences High & Middle
College. He has published
numerous articles and books, including Text
Complexity: Raising Rigor in Reading (with
Nancy Frey and Diane Lapp) and Checking for
Understanding (with Nancy Frey).

An annotated
passage sample at
the start of the book
models this activity.

•Annotating text
•Writing about text

Links to key standards
are organized by text,
lesson, and objectives.

Information about the texts
and the close reading process
n c h m a r k E d u c a t i o n
helps teachersB eguide
students.
®
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Accessing Complex Texts

for Close Reading

C ollaborate
T hink About Text
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Douglas Fisher

•

Nancy Frey

Student Book, Inside Back Cover

Student Book, Inside Front Cover

ACT Now!

Model Lessons

A nnotate

S tudents can write inside the e-books and
teachers can review students’ work digitally.

Benchmark education Professional Development
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Accessing
Complex
Texts

STUDENT
BOOK

Matching Student E-Books

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guides and Professional Learning
Detailed instructional
support for the close reading
of diverse genres is included.

>

Grades 3–8

GRADES

3–8

A simple annotation system
supports students learning
how to record their thoughts.

Students read
and annotate
passages from
authentic
literature.

Suggested sentence
starters encourage
discussion about
the passages.

Close Reading Resources Help Students
Navigate and Comprehend Complex Text
ACT Now! Includes:
176 pages

Interactive Student E-Books

Teacher’s Guides

128 pages

For more information, please reach out to your sales rep today or visit www.benchmarkeducation.com/actnow.
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